Conflict analysis

Presentation
Armed conflicts appear to have evolved over the past seventy years:
inter-state conflicts have become rare and most wars now consist of
armed clashes between government armies and one or more rebel
armed groups. In the territories of so-called "failed states", there are
even clashes between armed groups, none of which can really claim to
be their country’s regular army. The conduct of war itself proves to be
quite different from the classic model analyzed by strategy specialists:
face-to-face confrontation, in which the most powerful (or the best
tactician) triumphs, has been replaced by guerrilla warfare or even
indirect violence. But this evolution does not constitute a rupture as such:
these forms of armed political violence are not new; analysts no longer
consider them to be marginal and recognize their importance or even
centrality (even though certain groups such as the Organization of the
Islamic State (OEI) sometimes engage in face-to-face confrontation).
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Formule pédagogique
The objective of this class is twofold: to provide students with a framework for analyzing present and future conflicts and to train future
analysts and/or decision-makers to assess a conflict situation, an ongoing armed conflict, or a post-conflict situation, and to seek
possible solutions. The class is organized in three-hour sessions during which students present their group work. They can either
provide an in-depth analysis of a conflict situation, an ongoing or past armed conflict; present a cross-sectional theme concerning
several conflicts; or develop a fictional policy scenario.
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